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Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Be the first. Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Be the first. John Pluecker is a writer, translator, translator and co-founder of language justice and literary experiments joint Antena. His work is about experimental poetry,
radical aesthetics and cross-border cultural products. His texts have appeared in magazines in the U.S. and Mexico, including Volta, Mandorla, Aufgabe, Eleven Eleven, Third Text, Animal Shelter, HTMLGiant, and Fence. He has translated numerous books from Spanish, including ANTIGONA
GONZALEs (Les Figues Press, 2016), Tijuana Dreaming: Life and Art at the Global Border (Duke University Press, 2012) and Feminism: Transmissions and Retransmissions (Pal Macgravemillan, 2011). His most recent chapbooks are Murder Current (Mouthfeel Press, 2012), Ioyaiene (handmade for a
fresh art Houston-based community-supported art program, 2014). His book of FORD OVER poems was published by Noemi Press in 2016. Translation is the process of crossing oneself, the earth and language, engaging, learning, joy, pain, and inevitable failure. A productive glitch. Opportunity to build
in the wreckage. Crossing the borders to find out there is no one on both sides. Here's a list of chapbooks and books I've published. Chapbook with one long poem by Luis Felipe FabreGreen Lantern Press, 2019Holy Shit / Novo en el Miktlan is a long poem extracted from the book by Luis Felipe Fabra
Escribir con caca / Writing with Kaka about Salvador Novo (1904-1974). In the book, Fabre responds to the famous slander of Octavio Paz against Novo, that Novo wrote not with blood, but with kakaha, developing the theory of writing as digestion, writing as excrement, writing from a strange anus. This
book was released by Green Lantern Press before the publication of the entire book in the winter of 2019. The Chapbook is a bright pink and gold saddle sewn brochure designed by Sonnenzimmer. The book of theory Sayak ValenciaSmotext (e) / MIT Press, 2018According to the activist Tijuana
intellectual Sayak Valencia, Gore Capitalism is a crucial essay that puts a decolonial, feminist philosophical approach to the outbreak of violence in Mexico and, more broadly, in all global regions of the third world. Valencia argues that violence itself has become the product of hyper-consumer neoliberal
capitalism, and that tortured and crippled bodies have become commodities that can be traded and used for profit in an era of impunity and government austerity. This book is important for reading for those seeking to analyze the new landscapes of war. The book by Miriam Moscona, translated by
Anteena (Jen Hofer with John Pluker)Les Figues Press, 2017 Narrator Tela de sevoya travels to Bulgaria in search of traces of his Sefardian heritage. Her journey becomes autobiographical and imaginary childhood, diaspora and and Her family language: Ladino or Judeo-Spanish, a living language
spoken by descendants of Jews expelled from Spain in 1492. Memoirs, poetry, storytelling, songs and dreams intertwine in this far-sighted text - a body or fabric that animates the past, if only for a moment, and weaves a powerful spontaneity into the present. Sarah Uribeles Figues Press, 2016Tigon
Gonzalez is a story of the search for a body, a specific body, one of thousands of bodies lost in the war against drug trafficking that began more than a decade ago in Mexico. One woman, Antonigon Gonzalez, tries to tell about the disappearance of Tadeo, her older brother. On Saturday, September 23,
2017, an choral reading of Anthegon Gonzalez took place in Houston, Texas. For more information about this event, please visit this page. The book by Eduardo Costa, in collaboration with Jen Hoferles Figues Presse, 2016Conceptualism and other fictions shows the aesthetic range, critical mind, and
literary sensibility of the Argentine artist Eduardo Costa. This collection combines essays, letters, interviews, reviews, scripts and other texts published in Spanish and English over the past fifty-five years. Chapbuque Luiz Felipe Fabruguli Ducken Press, 2015In the seventeenth century, colonial era of
Mexico, Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz visionary and passionate verse assured her seminal place in the literary canon. Luis Felipe Fabre reinterpreted this mysterious figure, so often appropriated and dismembered by scientists and writers. Fabre's poems are constructed from sixteenth-century octosyllabic
novels and pulp, from horror film trailers and pompous scientific works, from Medusa and Dreams, Sisters of the Bats and Rhymes. Chapbook By Sara Uribe and Marco Antonio HuertaGusanos de la Nada, 2012A text that builds with flies, political assassinations, teleportation, bodies and limits of justice.
Edited by Josh Kuhn and Fiamma Montezemoloduk University Press, 2012Tijuana Dreaming is an unprecedented introduction to the art, culture, politics and economics of modern Tijuana, Mexico. With many works translated from Spanish for the first time, the anthology features contributions from
eminent scholars, journalists, bloggers, writers, poets, curators and photographers from Tijuana and Greater Mexico. Martha LamasPalgrave Macmillan's 2011 book is a critical and deeply personal story of Mexican feminism over the past thirty-five years. Building on her many years of activism and
anthropological scholarship, influential thinker Martha Lamas covers topics such as the political development of the feminist movement, affirmative action in the workplace, conceptual advances on gender, and differences among feminists. Roman Martin Solares, in collaboration with Aura Estrada Grove
Atlantic, finalist 2010A for France's most prestigious award for crime fiction, Grand Prix Of Polici're Litteratura, and for the Romulo Prize the novel was published with great acclaim and rave reviews. In the United States, the book was selected in the 2011 Long List of the Best Translation Book Award and
was awarded the 2011 Independent Choice of Booksellers Award. Juno Diaz said of the book: Breathless, wonderful first novel . . . It's Latin American fiction at its meaty phantasmagoric best . . . literary masterpiece masquerading as police procedural and nothing more I read this year is approaching. The
book by Mario BencastroArte Pebble Press, a 2009A stirring collection of short stories to bring to life the effects of war and the need to leave their country because of violence and poverty. The famous Salvadoran writer Mario Bencastro examines the themes of war, dislocation and longing in this bilingual
collection of short stories, poems and a novella. Many of his heroes are forced to leave their homeland because of violence and poverty. But once in the Promised Land, separated from family and friends and in a country whose language and culture they do not understand, many find themselves
overwhelmed by feelings of loss and nostalgia. The book by Rosario SanmiguelArte Peblico Press, 2008Originally published in Mexico as Callejon Sucre y otros relatos (Ediciones del Azar, 1994), seven stories included in this collection intertwined themes of loneliness and cohesion, longing and privilege,
fear and courage as they question the boundaries of self-awareness. Additional non-criminal literary translations have been published in many magazines and magazines, such as Eleven Eleven, Aufgabe, Asymptote, Words without Borders, El peri'dico de poes', Latin American Review, Third Text and
Literal, among others. For the full listing, email plujo7 to Gmail dot com for CV. Walmart is here to help make every day easier. This itemWe aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here and we haven't checked it out. Poetry. Latin
American/Latin studies. Translated from Spanish by John Pluger. What is a body when it is lost? ANTIGONA GONZALE IS the story of the search for a body, a specific body, one of thousands of bodies that died in the war against drug trafficking that began more than a decade ago in Mexico. One
woman, Antigone Gonzalez, tries to tell about the disappearance of Tadeo, her older brother. She's looking for her brother among the dead. San Fernando, Tamaulipas seems to be the end of her search. But Sarah Uribe's book is also palimpsest, which rewrites and cowrites the juxtapositions and
interweaving of all the other Antigones. From the founding Antigone Sophocles passing through Griselda Gambaro in Antigona furiosa, Leopoldo Marechal in Antigone Velez, Maria zambrano La Tumba de Antigone all the way to the Antigone claim by Judith Butler. And the writing machine of this book
includes testimonies of family members of victims and snippets and snippets from the news that provide reports on all these absences, all what we're missing. This brilliant and moving book revives the story of Antigone to confront the horrific violence shrouded in the current landscape - Antigone, a lonely
figure before the law, in the face of a certain death that evokes a way of resisting at once textual and political. Sophocles' play resonates throughout this act of poetic testimony and fierce interpretation, making strong graphic marks exactly where there is no trace of loss. --Judith Butler Sarah Uribe's
ANTIGONA GONZALEz reads as if written by Emily Dickinson Tamauulipas in response to the loss and violence taking place around her - it's that intimate, honest, unaffected, smart, urgent, innovative, spare, and beautiful. I am so happy that this milestone of modern Mexican literature is now available in
the United States. --Francisco Goldman As the family so many have disappeared all over Mexico, Sarah Uribe in ANTIGONA GONZALEz wanders through the convulsive land looking for the body of Tadeo, her brother. No matter how sensitive it may be, ANTIGONA GONZALES summons the dead and
brings them to our tables, on the day when we stop sharing our memory and language with them, we will be a loss, a lost sign, a oblivion. --Christina Rivera- GarzaAntigona GonzalezLanguageEnglish, SpanishPublisherLes Figues PressBook FormatPaperbackOriginal LanguagesEnglishNum
pages205AuthorSarAr Uribe; John PlueckerTitleAntigona GonzalezISBN-139781934254646Public DateJune, 2016Selectable product sizes (L x W x H)9.00 x 6.00 x 1.50 InchesISBN-10193444544449Customer 'AGet specific details about this product from customers who own it. So if you find the current
lower price from the online store on an identical, stocked product, tell us and we will match it. For more information, see the online price match. webapp branch antigona gonzalez pdf
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